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What is ggstatsplot?

information-rich plots with statistical details, which are suitable for 
faster (exploratory) data analysis and scholarly reports

Extension of the ggplot2

Helpful in the Exploration Phase of the Data
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In a typical exploratory data analysis workflow, data visualization and statistical 
modeling are two different phases: visualization informs modeling, and modeling 
can suggest a different visualization, and so on and so forth.

(Grolemund & Wickham, R for Data Science, 2017)

Simpler/faster data analysis workflow
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https://r4ds.had.co.nz/
https://r4ds.had.co.nz/
https://r4ds.had.co.nz/


Information-rich graphic is worth a 
thousand words

Graphical Summaries can reveal problems not visible 
from numerical statistics.

Matejka & Fitzmaurice, Autodesk Research 2017
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ggbetweenstats(
data = movies_long,
x = mpaa,
y = rating,
type = "np"

)

ggbetweenstats(
data = movies_long,
x = mpaa,
y = rating,
type = "p"

)



Ready made Plot = No Customization
The grammar of graphics is a powerful framework (Wilkinson, 2011) and 
can help you make any graphics fitting your specific data visualization 
needs! But...

∑time(Needed time ↑ + Likelihood to graphical explore data ↓) = Avoidance 
habit
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Need Lot of Customization of Your Choosing

Nice to have a Ready Made Solution in the 
Exploration Phase

https://www.google.com/books/edition/_/iI1kcgAACAAJ?hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiGl8rJ2KztAhWyElkFHa8NAvkQre8FMBR6BAgMEAc


Consistent API = No Cognitive Fatigue
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One Package to Access It All
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Installation
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Exercises - Datasets
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Starwars Dataset



Where to get the Materials?
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Primary Functions
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Primary functions
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Hypothesis about group differences
Multiple groups - ggbetweenstats, ggwithinstats
Single group - gghistostats, ggdotplotstats
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1. ggbetweenstats - for between group 
comparison

● Used to do data exploration.

● It used when we want to see the distribution of
a numeric variable across different levels of a
categorical variable.

● It provides a combination of a box plot and/or
violin plot, along with the results of a statistical
test.

● Statistical Details Included.

● Highly Customizable.

● Publication-Ready Plots.
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1. ggbetweenstats - for between group 
comparison

Functioninternally decidestests

● T-test if 2 groups
● ANOVA if >2 groups
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1. ggbetweenstats - pairwise 
comparisons
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2.  ggbetweenstats - Arguments
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https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggbetweenstats.html

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggbetweenstats.html


2.  ggwithinstats - repeated measures 
equivalent

● Used to do data exploration.

● It is used when we want to see the distribution
of a numeric variable across different levels of
a categorical variable within the same subject.

● It provides a combination of a box plot and/or
violin plot, along with the results of a statistical
test.

● Statistical Details Included.

● Highly Customizable.

● Publication-Ready Plots.
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2.   ggwithinstats

Functioninternally decidestests

● T-test if 2 groups
● ANOVA if >2 groups
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2.   ggwithinstats - Example
Question: How does the desire to kill bugs vary across different conditions (LDLF, LDHF, HDLF, HDHF) within the same individual in 
the bugs_long dataset?
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2.  ggwithinstats - Arguments
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https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggwithinstats.html

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggwithinstats.html


3.  gghistostats - Distribution of a 
numerical variable

● It is used for data exploration.

● It used to inspect distribution of a continuous
variable.

● It can test its mean is significantly different from
a specified value with a one-sample test.

● Publication-Ready histograms.
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3.  gghistostats - Distribution of a 
numerical variable
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3.   gghistostats - Example
Question: What is the distribution of total sleep time across all mammal species in the msleep dataset, and is the average total sleep 
time significantly different from 10 hours in msleep dataset?
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3.  gghistostats - Arguments
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https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/gghistostats.html

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/gghistostats.html


4.   ggdotplotstats - Labeled Numerical 
Variable

● It is used for data exploration.

● A dot chart with statistical details from one-sample test.

● It used to inspect the distribution of a labeled numeric variable

● This function is a sister function of gghistostats with the difference
being it expects a labeled numeric variable.

● Highly Customizable.

● Publication-Ready histograms.
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4.   ggdotplotstats - Labeled Numerical 
Variable
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4.   ggdotplotstats - Example
Question: What is the distribution of life expectancy across all Asian countries in the gapminder dataset, and is the average life 
expectancy significantly different from 55 years using a robust statistical approach?
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3.  ggdotplotstats - Arguments
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https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggdotplotstats.html

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggdotplotstats.html


Exercise 1
Load the starwars dataset.

1.1 Plot the distribution of height height across gender (feminine, masculine) Star Wars characters, considering only
those characters that have a weight greater than 50?

1.2 Plot the distribution of mass among Star Wars characters who appear in ‘The Empire Strikes Back’ film and have brown
hair, and is the average mass significantly different from 50 in this subset of characters?

1.3 Plot the distribution of height among Star Wars characters for each eye color, and is the average height significantly
different from 180 cm for each eye color group?
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Hypothesis about correlation
Two numeric variables - ggscatterstats
Multiple numeric variables - ggcorrmat
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5.  ggscatterstats - Two numeric 
variables

● It is used for data exploration.

● It used to check linear association between two continuous
variables.

● It used to check distribution of two continuous variables.

● Highly Customizable.

● Publication-Ready scatterplot with all statistical details
included in the plot itself.
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5.  ggscatterstats - Two numeric 
variables
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5.  ggscatterstats - Example
Question: What is the relationship between Sepal Width and Petal Length in the iris dataset, and are there any specific species of iris
where the Sepal Length is greater than 7.6?
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3.  ggscatterstats - Arguments
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https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggscatterstats.html

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggscatterstats.html


6.  ggcorrmat- Multiple Numeric 
Variables

● It is used for data exploration.

● Can be used to get a correlation coefficient matrix or the
associated p-value matrix

● Quickly explore correlation between (all) numeric variables
in the dataset.

● Highly Customizable.

● Publication-Ready correlation matrix with all statistical
details included in the plot itself.
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6.  ggcorrmat- Multiple Numeric 
Variables
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6.  ggcorrmat - Multiple Numeric 
Variables
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6.  ggcorrmat - Example
Question: show the the correlation matrix between life expectancy and GDP per capita for all countries in the gapminder dataset for the
year 2007?
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3.  ggcorrmat - Arguments
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https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggcorrmat.html

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggcorrmat.html


Exercise 2 
Load the starwars dataset.

2.1 Plot to determine if the average weight for male human species has any relationship to their height?

2.2 Plot the correlation matrix of numerical variables (height, mass, birth_year) for characters in the starwars separately
for type argument "parametric" and "robust"
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Hypothesis of composition of 
categorical variables

ggpiestats
ggbarstats
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7.  ggpiestats - association between 
categorical variables

● It is used for data exploration.

● Provide pie charts to summarize the statistical
relationship(s) among one or more categorical variables.

● Can be used to check goodness of fit.

● To see if the frequency distribution of two categorical
variables are independent of each other using the
contingency table analysis

● To check if the proportion of observations at each level of a
categorical variable is equal

● Highly Customizable.

● Publication-Ready pie charts.
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7.  ggpiestats - Goodness of Fit
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7.  ggpiestats - association between 
categorical variables
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7.  ggpiestats - Example
Question: Display a pie chart with the both percentages and counts to show attributes  (Sepal or Petal) with a length of 5 or more 
among the different species in the Iris dataset?
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3.  ggpiestats - Arguments
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https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggpiestats.html

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggpiestats.html


8.  ggbarstats - association between 
categorical variables

● It is used for data exploration.

● Provide bar charts to summarize the statistical
relationship(s) among one or more categorical variables.

● Can be used to check goodness of fit.

● To see if the frequency distribution of two categorical
variables are independent of each other using the
contingency table analysis

● To check if the proportion of observations at each level of a
categorical variable is equal

● Highly Customizable.

● Publication-Ready bar charts.
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8.  ggbarstats - association between 
categorical variables
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8.  ggbarstats - Example
Question: Display a bar chart with the both percentages and counts to show attributes of MPAA ratings among Drama and Comedy 
genres in the movie dataset?
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3.  ggbarstats - Arguments
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https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggbarstats.html

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggbarstats.html


Exercise 3
Load the starwars dataset.

3.1 Display a pie chart with the percentage distribution of genders among the characters in the Star Wars dataset?

3.2 Plot the pie-chart for character’s gender percentage associated with, eye colour (blue, red, yellow and brown)

3.3 Display a bar chart to identify male species(Human, Wookiee, Zabrak) who has height greater than 70 was independent
of or associated with hair_colour in (blond, brown and black)
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Hypothesis about regression 
coefficients

ggcoefstats: Any regression model object
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9.  ggcoefstats
● It is used to generate dot-and-whisker plots for regression

models saved in a tidy data frame.

● The tidy data frames are prepared using
parameters::model_parameters.

● if available, the model summary indices are also extracted
from performance::model_performance

● A dot representing the estimate and their confidence
intervals (95% is the default).

● Estimate can be either effect size or regression coefficient.
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9.  ggcoefstats
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9.  ggcoefstats - Supported models
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3.  ggcoefstats - Arguments
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https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggcoefstats.html

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/reference/ggcoefstats.html
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grouped_variants of all functions
Running the same function for all levels of a single grouping variable



grouped_functions
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Exercise 4
Load the starwars dataset.

4.1 Display a pie chart with the percentage distribution of genders among the characters in the Star Wars dataset, group by
their eye colour in (''blue','red','yellow','brown'').

4.2 Plot the distribution of height across gender (feminine, masculine) of Star Wars characters, which grouping by their skin
colour (fair, gold)
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Customizability of ggstatsplot
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"What if I don't like the default plots?"
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The default palette is colorblind-friendly.

Changing Themes and Color Palettes

Install the ggthemes package
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Further Modifications Using ggplot2
You can modify ggstatsplot plots further using ggplot2 functions.
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Show Only Plots
ggstatsplot can be used to get only plots.
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Get Only Expression
ggstatsplot can be used to get only expressions.
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Get Output as a Table
statsExpressions, statistical processing backend for ggstatsplot, can provide dataframes.

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/statsExpressions/
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Exercise 5
Using the starwars dataset,

5.1: Construct a histogram for the ‘height’ variable. Ensure that there are no statistical annotations included in the plot.

5.2: Generate a scatterplot for the variables ‘Height’ and ‘Mass’. The plot should not contain any subtitle annotations.
● Identify if there are any outliers present in the scatterplot. If outliers are found, remove them and replot the data.
● Apply the Wall Street Journal Theme (theme_wsj) to the scatterplot.



Misconceptions
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Limitations
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Sources
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Git Repository:  https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/

Source Presentation: https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot_slides/slides/ggstatsplot_presentation.html

https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot/
https://indrajeetpatil.github.io/ggstatsplot_slides/slides/ggstatsplot_presentation.html


Questions
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Thank You
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